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AN ORIGINAL IS HARD TO FIND BUT EASY TO RECOGNIZE





At 14 years old, Normand Couture, a French Canadian boy, designed his whole bedroom from top to 
bottom, including the furniture, it was a unique look at the time, sparking instantly a passion to create. 
However, at that time, he was unaware that he would devote his entire career to the design world.

At 21, he opened his first modern design store, and it was not long before one store turned into seven 
locations in eastern Canada, it is at that moment that he really started to design indoor furniture. 

As business continued to grow and after years of traveling internationally for trade shows, he entered to the 
world of manufacturing where he created Caméléon, a successful multi-functional seating system, which 
has won him multiple awards and accolades over the years.

Much later and by pure coincidence, Normand was asked to design outdoor furniture, the immediate 
response to his creations was so outstanding that in 2009 the COUTURE Jardin brand was launched. So far 
his outdoor designs have been sold in over 60 countries.

Altogether over 50 awards have been received for product design, retail achievements and various 
implications in the design world.

Designed in Canada and quality crafted in Asia is such a great recipe to bring the world cutting edge 
products incorporating great design with great value.

COUTURE Jardin owns numerous design protections all over the world. 

Join us in making outdoor living more beautiful!   

Unique styling and attention 

to proportions are key 

ingredients to good design. 

If it makes you feel better, 

then it is great design.

MY VISION

Normand Couture, ASFD 
Designer & Founder



While being a true contemporary collection, LOOP easily 

blends into a more transitional environment. Thanks to its 

classic shape dressed in luxurious woven fibers. It doesn’t 

only look inviting, here cosy comfort is definitely the rule, 

enjoy with your loved ones!

LOOP
Collection

THE FASHION COLLECTION
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LOOP
Collection

 

 

 

W  .  192cm/76"    D  .  83cm/32.5"    H  .  72cm/28"

172013 Loop sofa

 

W  .  72cm/28"    D  .  205cm/81"    H  .  34cm/13"

172014 Loop lounger

 

W  .  86cm/34"    D  .  83cm/32."    H  .  72cm/28"

172012 Loop single chair

 

 

 

 

W  .  107cm/42"    D  .  69cm/27"    H  .  40cm/16"

172011 Loop coffe table

 

 

 

175001 Loop dining table

 

 

 

W  .  55cm/22"    D  .  58cm/23"    H  .  85cm/33"

172015 Loop dining chair

Normand Couture, ASFD 
Designer

Frame Cushion Weaving Top

Greige Greige Glass: Frosted Greige

PRODUCT DETAILS:

•  Contract-grade welded aluminum frame;
•  The tables have a tempered frosted glass top ;
•  UV treated outdoor PVC rope with rubber core;
•  Durable outdoor Sunbrella fabric ;

16 1717

Cast silver

 

 

W  .  220cm/87"    D  .  90cm/35"    H  .  75cm/30"

W  .  90cm/35"      D  .  90cm/35"    H  .  75cm/30"

W  .  180cm/71"    D  .  90cm/35"    H  .  75cm/30"



Sensuous curves and ideal scale best describe the 

WINGS collection. Thanks to its appealing shape, it kind 

of entice you to immerse yourself in la dolce vita. Invite 

family and friends to your private relaxation sessions.

WINGS
Collection
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WINGS 171931



WINGS 171931
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WINGS

24 25

WINGS 171932
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W  .  201cm/79"    D  .  87cm/34"    H  .  80cm/31"

171913 Wings sofa

 

W  .  94cm/37"    D  .  87cm/34"    H  .  80cm/31"

171912 Wings single chair

 

 

 

 

W  .  160cm/63"    D  .  59cm/23"    H  .  32cm/12.5"

171916 Wings sofa ottoman

WINGS
Collection Normand Couture, ASFD 

Designer

PRODUCT DETAILS:

•  Contract-grade welded aluminum frame;
•  UV treated outdoor vinyl for armrest and back;
•  Durable outdoor Sunbrella fabric;

Vinyl

Beige

Frame Cushion

Greige Cast silver



Thanks to backs that can be moved on all four sides of 

their bases, our WELCOME seating system is the epitome 

of adaptability.

You can easily create face to face seating, side by side, 

armless units, corner units, chairs, loveseats, sofas, 

sectionals, in short, possibilities are endless outdoor or 

indoor.

WELCOME
Collection
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WELCOME 170123
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WELCOME 170128



Thanks to backs that can be moved on all four sides of their bases, our WELCOME 

seating system is the epitome of adaptability.

You can easily create face to face seating, side by side, armless units, loveseats,  

sectionals, in short, possibilities are endless outdoor or indoor.

34 35

WELCOME
Collection
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WELCOME
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WELCOME
Collection

170112

Welcome truly offers infinite possibilitys,you simply have to decide between 
1,2 or 3 seaters or extra long sofa in line or U or L configurations.



WELCOME
Collection

38 39

Normand Couture, ASFD 
Designer

 

 

 

W  .  164cm/65"    D  .  82cm/32"    H  .  70cm/28"

170103 Welcome Loveseat

 

W  .  70cm/28"    D  .  70cm/28"    H  .  40cm/15"

170106 Welcome Ottoman 

W  .  70cm/28"    D  .  70cm/28"    H  .  29cm/12"

170102 Welcome table

 

W  .  94cm/36"    D  .  82cm/32"    H  .  70cm/28"

170101 Welcome single chair

 

 

 

 

W  .  234cm/92"    D  .  82cm/32"    H  .  70cm/28"

170104
Welcome lounger/3-seat chair,can be used 
as adjustable back lounger

 Base

Middle chair

Right-hand chair

Table

Left-hand chair

Corner chair

Ottoman

Corner chair

Single chair

Thanks to backs that can be moved on all four sides of their bases, our WELCOME 

seating system is the epitome of adaptability.

You can easily create table, ottoman, armless units, corner units, chairs, in short, 

possibilities are endless outdoor or indoor.

MAGIC MOVIE
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TopArmrest/Back

Glass: White 

Frame Cushion

White Alum Canvas granite Edden 7710-50567

 

W  .  70cm/28"    D  .  70cm/28"    H  .  28cm/11"

170114 Welcome part: table frame

 

 

W  .  70cm/28"    D  .  70cm/28"    H  .  0.8cm

170118 Welcome part: glass

 

W  .  140cm/55"    D  .  70cm/28"    H  .  28cm/11"

170115 Welcome part: two seater frame

 

 

W  .  210cm/83"    D  .  70cm/28"    H  .  28cm/11"

170116 Welcome part: three seater frame

 

 

 

W  .  65cm/26"    D  .  11cm/4"    H  .  51cm/20"

170117 Welcome part: sofa back/armrest 

W  .  70cm/28"    D  .  70cm/28"    H  .  12cm/5"

170120 Welcome part: seat cushion

 

W  .  70cm/28"    D  .  50cm/20"    H  .  12cm/5"

170161 Welcome part: Back Cushion 170121 Welcome part: back cushion

W  .  70cm/28"    D  .  40cm/18"    T  .  10cm/4"

 170121 Welcome part: Back Cushion

PRODUCT DETAILS:

•  Contract-grade welded aluminum frame;
•  Tiger brand powder coating frame;
•  UV treated Batyline Edden for Armrest/Back;
•  Table have a tempered frosted glass;
•  Durable outdoor Sunbrella fabric;

WELCOME
Collection

Normand Couture, ASFD 
Designer

 

 

W  .  70cm/28"    D  .  35cm/14"    H  .  0.84cm

Welcome part: glass



The first impression you get looking at DIVA is one of 

sheer elegance. Thanks to its smaller footprint and 

airy structure it can easily adapt to several types of 

environments.  There is an extensive choice of pieces, 

both for seating and dining, to create, indoor and 

outdoor,  a stylish place of your own.

DIVA
Collection



DIVA
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170413



Normand Couture, ASFD 
Designer

DIVA
Collection
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W  .  46cm/18"    D  .  60cm/24"    H  .  44cm/17"

170406 Diva Ottoman

 

W  .  76cm/30"    D  .  80cm/31"    H  .  71cm/28"

 170401 Diva single chair

 

 

W  .  139cm/55"    D  .  160cm/63"    H  .  70cm/28"

170409 Diva bed

 

 

W  .  90cm/35"    D  .  55cm/22"    H  .  36cm/14"

170405 Diva coffee Table with glass Top

Frame Cushion Weaving Top

Anthracite Anthracite Glass: Anthracite

PRODUCT DETAILS:

•  Contract  quality welded frame;
•  The tables have a tempered frosted glass top ;
•  UV treated outdoor rope;
•  Chair/Tables K/D structure;
•  Durable outdoor Sunbrella fabric;

 

 

W  .  183cm/72"    D  .  96cm/38"    H  .  76cm/30"

W  .  90cm/36"      D  .  90cm/36"    H  .  76cm/30"

170408 Diva dining Table with glass Top

 

 

W  .  60cm/24"    D  .  58cm/23"    H  .  77cm/30"

170407 Diva dining chair  

W  .  71cm/28"    D  .  203cm/80"    H  .  35cm/14"

170414 Alum Diva lounger

Side table:           W  .  30                D  . 20cm

 

W  .  178cm/70"    D  .  80cm/31"    H  .  71cm/28"

170403 Diva sofa

Canvas granite



OASIS

Borrowing popular features of our SOUTH BEACH model, 

such as a light structure and shelving all around, OASIS 

has a personality of its own. Endless configurations 

adapt easily to any outdoor space, whether residential 

or commercial. Simply put, style and function are at their 

best.

OASIS
Collection



OASIS

52 53
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OASIS
Collection



Normand Couture, ASFD 
Designer

56 57

OASIS
Collection

 

 

W  .  109cm/43"    D  .  89cm/35"    H  .  71cm/28"

170302 Oasis single chair

 

 

W  .  69cm/27"    D  .  69cm/27"    H  .  28cm/11"

170301 Oasis coffee table 

 

W  .  89cm/35"    D  .  89cm/35"    H  .  71cm/28"

170303 Oasis corner chair

 

W  .  69cm/27"    D  .  89cm/35"    H  .  71cm/28"

170304 Oasis chair

Frame Cushion

White Canvas whiteTaupe

PRODUCT DETAILS:

•  Contract-grade welded aluminum frame;
•  Tiger brand powder coating frame;
•  Faux teak wood arms;
•  The tables have a tempered frosted glass top 

with matching frame color painted bottom;
•  Durable outdoor Sunbrella fabric;
• Batyline Textelene for lounger.

 

W  .  84cm/33"    D  .  200cm/79"    H  .  34cm/14"

170310 Alum Oasis lounger

Canvas Taupe White Taupe



SOUTH BEACH

SOUTH BEACH modular collection features 
extra deep luxurious seating that seems to be 
floating on the all open structure. All around 
its perimeter, teak shelving are adding style 
and function as well, a pure delight of “design 
meets architecture “

SOUTH BEACH
Collection



SOUTH BEACH
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W  .  152cm/60"    D  .  119cm/47"    H  .  62cm/24"

170803 Southern Beach LAF loveseat  

W  .  152cm/60"    D  .  119cm/47"    H  .  62cm/24"

170804 Southern Beach RAF loveseat

 

W  .  66cm/26"    D  .  119cm/47"    H  .  62cm/24"

170805 Southern beach middle chair 

 

W  .  213cm/84"    D  .  84cm/33"    H  .  40cm/16"

170807 Southern Sun lounger

 

 

W  .  119cm/47"    D  .  60cm/23"    H  .  32cm/12"

170801 Southern beach table

 

 

W  .  107cm/42"    D  .  102cm/40"    H  .  62cm/24"

170806 Southern beach arm chair  

 

W  .  119cm/47"    D  .  119cm/47"    H  .  62cm/24"

170802 Southern Beach corner unit

SOUTH BEACH

Normand Couture, ASFD 
Designer

SOUTH BEACH
Collection

Frame Cushion

White

PRODUCT DETAILS:

•  Contract-grade welded aluminum frame;
•  Tiger brand powder coating frame;
•  Genuine teak wood arms;
•  The tables have a tempered frosted glass 

top with matching frame color painted 
bottom;

•  Durable outdoor Sunbrella fabric;

Cast silver



ELLA

Light, elegant and comfortable are just a few 
attributes of ELLA, a collection that defines 
beautifully your outdoor living space.

ELLA
Collection



ELLA

ELLA
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ELLA
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ELLA

ELLA
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ELLA

74 75



 

W  .  78cm/31"    D  .  199cm/78"    H  .  33.5cm/13"

170206 Ella lounger 

W  .  55cm/22"    D  .  53cm/21"    H  .  92cm/36"

170201 Ella dining chair  

 

W  .  54cm/21"    D  .  53cm/21"    H  .  119cm/47"

170205 Ella bar chair

 

W  .  90cm /35"     D  .  90cm/35"    H  .  100cm/39"

W  .  180cm/35"    D  .  90cm/35"    H  .  100cm/39"

W  .  220cm/35"    D  .  90cm/35"    H  .  100cm/39"

170208 Ella bar table with glass top 

 

W  .  220cm/87"    D  .  90cm/35"    H  .  75cm/30"

W  .  90cm/35"      D  .  90cm/35"    H  .  75cm/30"

W  .  180cm/71"    D  .  90cm/35"    H  .  75cm/30"

170207 Ella table with glass top

PRODUCT DETAILS:

•  Contract-grade welded aluminum frame;
•  Tiger brand powder coating frame;
•  Genuine teak wood arms;
•  The tables have a tempered frosted glass top;
• Batyline Textelene;
•  Dining and occasional chairs are stackable.

Glass: White Glass: Taupe

Frame Seat/Back Table Top

White WhiteTaupe Taupe

76 77

Normand Couture, ASFD 
Designer

ELLA
Collection

 

W  .  68cm/27"    D  .  71cm/28"    H  .  76cm/30"

170202 Ella relaxing chair  

 

W  .  56cm/22"    D  .  46cm/18"    H  .  34cm/13"

170203 Ella foot stool

 

 

W  .  :45cm/18"    D  .  :45cm/18"    H  .  45cm/18"

170204 Ella side table



CURL

A protective nest and a comforting place of 
your own, this is what CURL is all about. An 
all curves structure, expertly dressed with 
random woven wicker, creates a stunning 
shape that is soooo inviting. Sculptural and 
unique as it is, this is simply "art to sit on"

CURL
Collection



CURL

80 81



 

W  .  182cm/72"    D  .  175cm/69"    H  .  76cm/30"

170505 Curl alum wicker bed 

 

W  .  165cm/65"    D  .  115cm/53"    H  .  120cm/47"

170507 Canopy for Curl bed

Frame Cushion WickerCanopy

 Canvas white Grey Wash

 

 

W  .  182cm/72"    D  .  175cm/69"    H  .  76cm/30"

170504 Curl alum wicker bed with canopy

PRODUCT DETAILS:

•  Contract-grade welded aluminum frame;
• Powder coating frame;
•  The tables have a tempered frosted glass 

top ;
•  Weather proof wicker;
•  Durable outdoor Sunbrella fabric;

Greige Cast silver

82 83

Normand Couture, ASFD 
Designer

CURL
Collection



Thanks to a clever patented mechanism, interchangeable 

backs, arms and tables all rotate and lock at any desired 

angle, so you can create a sofa, a tête-à-tête, a chaise 

or even a bed in the wink of an eye. Chat with your loved 

ones, watch TV, use your laptop, have a glass of wine, go 

for a nap, in short, fulfill all your comfort needs with style, 

add a chair and/or another sofa to create a sectional or a 

double bed.

FLEXI SOFA

THE ART 
OF MOVEMENT

COLLECTION



All what you see below is done solely with the sofa you see above.It may seem incredible?

FLEXI is incredible,adopt the adaptable!

FLEXI sofa

86 87
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EXPLORE THE 
POSSIBILITIES

MAGIC MOVIE

Chat with your loved ones, watch TV, use your laptop, have a glass of wine, go for a nap, 

in short, fulfill all your comfort needs with style, add another sofa to create a sectional or a 

double bed or L corner sofa.

Chat with your loved ones, watch TV, use your laptop, have a glass of wine, go for a nap, in short, fulfill all your comfort needs with style, add another 

sofa and one single chair to create more sectional or L corner sofas.



Normand Couture, ASFD 
Designer

FLEXI sofa

90 91

 

 

W . 85cm/33"    D . 85cm/33"    H . 42/80cm/16.5/31"

172102 Flexi multi-function single chair

 

 

W  .  40cm/16"    D  .  30cm/12"    H  .  26cm/10"

172103 Movable table for Flexi  

 

W  .  50cm/20"    D  .  22cm/9"    H  .  20cm/8"

172104 Movable armrest for Flexi

 

 

W . 200cm/79"    D . 85cm/33"    H . 42/80cm/16.5/31"

172101 Flexi multi-function sofa

Table Top

Faux wood Anthracite

PRODUCT DETAILS:

•  Welded aluminum frame;
•  HPL table top;
•  High density foam;
• UV treated outdoor Axvision spun polyester, waterproof treatment

Frame Cover Vinyl

AX granite Tan



Through an exclusive system of interchangeable backs 

and tables, PLATEAU cleverly goes from a deep seated 

sofa to a double lounger, a tête-à-tête, a bed and more. 

All this is done in the blink of an eye, just sit back and 

relax the way you want.

PLATEAU



94 95

PLATEAU

All what you see below is done 

solely with the daybed you see left.It 

may seem incredible?

PLATEAU is incredible!

Adopt the adaptable!



Normand Couture, ASFD 
Designer

96 97

 

W . 200cm/79"    D . 124cm/49"    H . 42/80cm/16.5/31"

172201 Plateau multi-function sofa

 

 

W  .  40cm/16"    D  .  30cm/12"    H  .  26cm/10"

172202 Movable table

PLATEAU

Table Top

White

PRODUCT DETAILS:

•  Welded aluminum frame;
•  HPL table top;
•  High density foam;
• UV treated outdoor vinyl,weather proof

Frame Cover

Navy blue Faux wood 
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W  .  42cm/17"    D  .  30cm/12"    H  .  6cm/2"

171201 Alum Tablet

 

 

W  .  40cm/16"    D  .  31cm/12"    H  .  60cm/23.5"

171501 Sweet magazine table

 

 

W  .  120cm/47"    D  .  80cm/31"    H  .  42cm/17"-54cm/21"

171801 Alum Table 

Lift table

White Taupe Anthracite
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Serge Ferrari textile is a combination of 
sheathed and high-tenacity synthetic yarn. It 
has a soft touch that is durable and all-weath-
er proof with a 5 years warranty. For regular 
cleaning use a soft brush or sponge with Serge 
Ferrari Cleaner 500 or a neutral PH detergent. 
After cleaning, rinse abundantly with clear wa-
ter before storage. It is recommended to store 
your furniture under covers in winter or when 
not in use for long periods of time.

AXVISION
100% blended polyester fabric, water and stain 
repellent, weather proof with a 3 years war-
ranty. Regular cleaning using a soft brush or 
sponge with a neutral PH detergent is recom-
mended. After cleaning, rinse abundantly with 
clear water before storage. It is recommended 
to store your furniture under covers in winter or 
when not in use for long periods of time.

This is a 100% solution-dyed acrylic fabric, that 
is water and stain repellent, weather proof and 
with a 5 years warranty. Sunbrella is incredibly 
easy to clean. Therefor you can be confident 
your furniture will look stylish season after 
season. Regular cleaning using a soft brush or 
sponge with a neutral PH detergent is recom-
mended. After cleaning, rinse abundantly with 
clear water before storage. It is recommended 
to store your furniture under covers in winter or 
when not in use for long periods of time.

QUICK-DRY SYSTEM

Made with reticulated foam, our quick-dry 
system foam allows you to enjoy your furniture 
almost right after the rain, while others must 
wait! This open cell foam offers exceptional air 
flow and water drainage. There is a mesh on 
the bottom of all our cushions that let the water 
drain easily avoiding it to be trapped inside and 
providing air flow. The water flowing faster, out 
of the cushion, is key to avoid any moisture 
or mildew. All furniture can be cleaned easily 
with water and ordinary household cleaners. It 
is recommended to store your furniture under 
covers in winter or when not in use for long pe-
riods of time.

ROPE
Our rope is a combination of a woven solu-
tion-dyed olefin or acrylic. This water and 
weather proof material withstands changing 
weather conditions. It’s UV-resistant and dries 
quickly after getting wet, which makes it ideal 
for outdoor use. It’s easy to maintain and can 
be cleaned with ordinary household clean-
ers. It is recommended to store your furniture 
under covers in winter or when not in use for 
long periods of time.

Our MAX rope is a combination of woven 
PVC or acrylic covering over a core of rub-
ber. This weather proof material withstands 
changing weather conditions, is UV-resistant 
and dries quickly after getting wet, which 
makes it ideal for outdoor use. It is easy to 
maintain and can be cleaned with ordinary 
household cleaners. It is recommended to 
store your furniture under covers in winter or 
when not in use for long periods of time.

MAX ROPE

3D ENVIRONMENTAL FOAM
If you are conscious of the environment like 
we are, you will love our 3D foam. Made from 
100% recycled plastic bottles, it can also be 
recycled. Every time you drink a water bottle 
remember that it may add to your comfort on 
our furniture with 3D inserts. Its open weave 
technology makes it exceptional for air flow 
and water drainage. This option is available for 
projects.

MATERIALS & CARE

ALUMINIUM POWDER COATED
All our aluminum furniture is powder coated. 
The powder coating ensures a surface resis-
tant to normal knocks and scratches. The fur-
niture is well-suited to be left outside all year 
long and is easy to clean.

GLASS
All glass tops are made from tempered glass. 
The bottom of the frosted glass top is covered 
with a colored foil. Please take care to not 
scratch the foil as it can be damaged.

High pressure laminate is perfectly suited for 
outdoor use. It is resin-impregnated and com-
pressed under very high pressure creating 
a strong top with a scratch-resistant surface. 
These table tops basically require no mainte-
nance and can remain outdoor all year round. 
Compact laminate will naturally fade slightly at 
the edges over time. In order to maintain the 
deep black color, the edges can be freshened 
up by rubbing linseed oil on them. It is recom-
mended to store your furniture under covers 
in winter or when not in use for long periods of 
time.

s
Outdoor Plate Solution,Euro Made

R



Designs registered worldwide

LOOP ｜ 06-17

OASIS ｜ 52-57

WINGS ｜ 20-27

SOUTH BEACH ｜ 60-65

WELCOME ｜ 30-41

ELLA｜ 68-77

DIVA ｜ 44-49

CURL ｜ 80-83

FLEXI ｜86-91 PLATEAU｜94-97
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THE ART OF MOVEMENT COLLECTIONTHE FASHION COLLECTION



SHARING THEIR PASSION FOR CONTEMPORARY DESIGN

During school breaks, Philippe, Normand’s son, would often 

work on dad’s upholstery line, little did anyone know at the 

time, that Philippe would eventually join his father 10 years 

later.

Philippe came on board as the CEO of COUTURE Jardin 

relocating the whole operation to Florida, USA, to better 

serve the growing company.

Today, as a father and son team, Normand and Philippe take 

great pride in offering unique collections blending Fashion, 

Form & Function, to bring quality contemporary outdoor 

furniture to both residential and commercial environments.

We proudly create “magical moments for you and your loved 

ones”

FATHER AND SON

104 105

CONTACT:

© Copyright reserved by Couture Jardin LLC.

All copyrights are owned by Couture Jardin LLC. 

Any infringement of our copyright by any party will 

be actively pursued.

The Couture jardin logos are registered trade mark 

of Couture Jardin LLC.

Whilst great care is taken to reproduce the fabric 

colours as accurately as possible,it should be noted 

that due to the limitations of the printing process,the 

colours illustrated should only be used as a guide.

Couture Jardin reserves the right to alter 

specifications without notice.

Product dimensions and weights are approximate.

This publication has been designed and produced 

by Couture Jardin LLC.

Photography: Ken & CQ

Fort Lauderdale,FL USA  |  Showroom & Warehouse  
pcouture@couturejardin.com   |  +1 954 348 0475

High Point, NC USA  |  Showroom
info@couturejardin.com   |  +1 754 200 8269

Montreal, QC Canada 
ncouture@couturejardin.com   |  +1 514 910 5126

Guangzhou, China  |  Showroom & Warehouse 
john@couturejardin.com.cn   |  +86 186 8890 2286

Milano,Italy | Showroom&warehouse
contral@contral.it   |  +39 0422 444 850 

Amonim,Israel | Showroom&Warehouse 
kolbogan@zahav.net.il   |  +972 50 204 2044 

Saint Philbert De Grand Lieu,France   | 
Showroom&Warehouse
p.morel@garden-park.com  | +33 2 40 78 79 43


